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	 I want to tell you about my favorite app. It’s called You Need a Bud-

get. YNAB for short. 


Bear with me. 


The app comes with the promise: “Gain Total Control of Your Money. Stop 

living paycheck to-paycheck, get out of debt, and save more money.”


	 It takes a while to set it up…You have to think of all the categories of 

stuff you spend money on, because rule #1 is “give every dollar a job.” 

Like, no free floating money hanging around with nothing to do. It starts 

out easy enough, with food, and rent, Netflix… but then you realize you 

haven’t figured in stuff like the dentist, or car repairs or pet health insur-

ance. That’s rule #2, “Embrace your true expenses.” That takes courage, 

because its a little scary.


	 I’ve been using it now for a number of years, and, I have to tell you, 

there’s a secret joy in it. You can spend confidently in every category, be-

cause you’ve taken the time to figure out the limits. I have plenty set aside 

for my dentist, and I’ve saved over $1000 for when I need a new comput-

er…and of course, rent and groceries are covered! And the pet health in-

surance.


	 Another favorite app is “Lose It.” Hang in with me. “Lose it” is a pro-

gram that helps you count calories…and I’ve lost 18 pounds since my high 

point during the pandemic. 


	 Then, one day, I realized these two apps were doing the same thing: 

Accounting: taking an honest look at what I have, be it dollars or food to 
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consume, and apportioning it in a way so that I can meet my goals and not 

go bankrupt, or damage my health. 


PAUSE. 


	 And then, I realized, that Yom Kippur helps us accomplish the same 

thing. We get one day a year to focus on how we have lived, what could 

use some adjustment, and we even take a look at how much more time we 

have to make that adjustment.  We make an appraisal of the spiritual and 

ethical quality of our lives. What areas need more attention? Are we appor-

tioning our energy fittingly? How can we best use the time we have been 

alotted so that we can live in joy and fulfillment, and die in peace? (May it 

be many years from now, and in good health!) 


	 Somewhere in my Jewish education, I read that as we mature in life, 

our sins become more ones of omission rather than comission…. Like, we 

aren’t running around hurting others so much, as forgetting to be grateful, 

not checking in on those who are hurting enough, not telling those around 

us how meaningful they are in our lives.


	 But we are offered the opportunity to catch up in our yearly balanc-

ing of the books. Heshbon ha Nefesh. An accounting of the soul. To re-

phrase YNAB’s promise in Yom Kippur terms: Take charge of the worthi-

ness of your life. Listen to the nagging of your soul, make the amends you 

need to make; take as much charge as you can of your health, so that you 

have as many days as you can to be good, and to do good in the world.”


	 You know, we humans have a serious dilemma. With our incredibly 

beautiful conscious minds, we have an awareness of the veracity of death. 
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We also have been gifted with a necessary quantity of denial, which gets a 

bum rap. There are many occasions we need the ability to deny the tenu-

ousness of life. To Quote Carl Sagan, of blessed memory, “We think we are 

like butterflies, who flutter for a day and think it is forever.” 


Thank God we can flutter for a day! Especially on Shabbat, where we 

make time take a pause from production for our day of rest. 


	 And Thank God, also, for our yearly Yom Kippur, our shabbat shab-

baton, a Sabbath of sabbaths, the one day of the year where we make in-

tense, intentional effort, in community, to pierce our butterfly denial of 

death, and ask, “If the business of our life happens to fold this year, will it 

be solvent?” How long do we want to let those loans extend? How much 

interest are they costing us? What can we do to get them paid off?


Because, when the business of our life folds, we don’t want to have re-

grets. And, You never know when the business is going to fold. One of 

Rabbi Katie and my colleagues lost her father last week. He was standing 

on a side walk when a hit and run driver killed him. You never know. 


	 Are we ready? Once a year, on this magnificent holiday, we invite the 

Angel of Death to move in a little closer…not to really look us in the eye… 

but a little closer. Sitting on the balcony ledge…right up there, and we get 

to ask ourselves, are we ready for this meeting? 


	 This past Covid time, I think we all might have felt the Angel of death 

move a few paces toward us. I also passed my 75th birthday, and He 

moved that much closer. And I was reminded of a verse from Torah, about 

an angel, which has had a profound influence on my life: 
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“Behold, I send an angel before you to keep you on the way, and take you 

to the place that I have prepared.” (Repeat this.)  

Exodus 23:20. 


	 It’s a poetic way to think about the inscrutable meaning of our lives: 

that the constant shifting of the world is like a giant jig saw puzzle, and 

each of us is one uniquely shaped puzzle piece.  There are openings in this 

grand jig saw puzzle, where our specific inclinations and talents are called 

for, to be used and appreciated; where we can give our gift and where it is 

received in mutual delight.	 


	 In my experience, I have found, that the “Place,” where the angel is 

taking me, the slot where my puzzle piece fits, may not be just one single 

place forever, but perhaps one place after another, each in their own time, 

until such a moment that the puzzle gets broken up, and the shape of our 

piece shifts and it all gets reconfigured.


For everything there is a season, and a purpose for everything under Heav-

en. (Ecclesiastes/Koheleth) 


	  The angel makes annoying pushes and pulls, taking us, sometimes, 

in what feels like a very odd, circuitous route, one that we wouldn’t choose 

to travel. It pushes us right when we wanted to turn left, telling us to go 

one way, when we are quite sure we should go another, and when we do, 

we can hear it say, with a tinge of impatience, “Recalibrating…recalibrat-

ing!” 


	 When I was in social work school, my best friend, whose parents 

were alcoholics, asked if I was going to take the course, “Treating Alco-
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holics and Their Families.” I replied, “I don’t want to treat alcoholics!” She  

retorted, “Well, guess what. You’re going to be treating them whether you 

want to or not, and it would be best if you knew what you were doing.” I 

ended up specializing in treating recovering alcoholics and their families, 

and I loved it. And that led me to 12 Step meetings, which led me to the 

concept of a ‘higher power.’ I was uncomfortable when people ended the 

meetings with the Lord’s Prayer, which I knew was about Jesus, which led 

me to investigate my own Judaism. I knew I was Jewish, but didn’t have 

much of a clue what it was all about.  I went to The Jewish Catalog, 

well… you know where I’m going. My friend in social work school was 

serving for that moment as that angel, taking me to the place that was 

prepared for me. That angel has appeared many times with many faces in 

my life, and I dare say that if you look at your life, you will see that that an-

gel, taking us to the place prepared uniquely for us, has visited you as 

well. 


	 We move through time, whether we are coming up to bar and bat 

mitzvah, or beginning to choose “What we want to be when we grow up,” 

or are already launched on a career trajectory, or creating a family.  Or like 

myself, we have crested, and instead of looking forward into what form our 

becoming will take, we have begun to turn and look backward and appre-

ciate the form it has taken. And now, surveying our many years’ journey, 

those seemingly odd detours have become a textured wholeness we were 

not aware of at the time. We have had some difficult stages when we 

asked, “What did I do to deserve this?” But now we realize that those ex-
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periences have been woven into our life-wisdom and become our teachers 

of compassion.


	 I believe that when people age, hearing loss is an intentional gift, to 

protect us from too much outside “noise.” It is now the time of life to listen 

deeply to our “still, small voice,” within, and we need protection from the 

outer, distracting stimuli. 


	 And such is Yom Kippur, one day a year, we spend facing the big 

question,“what am I doing with my life…this precious treasure I have been 

granted? Am I using my uniqueness to partner with the Great Mystery to 

enhance the world in the best way that I am particularly suited? Where am 

I fruitfully spending, or wasting my energy? What is important now, even if 

it wasn’t important last year, or the year before? Do I have enough time set 

aside in which to ponder and play?” 


	 When my mother, Iris Merrick, z”l, was entering her late eighties, she 

said to me, “I’ve learned, ‘Only One big thing a day…’”  How many things 

could she realistically be involved in? What did she need to prioritize? She 

was budgeting not only her time, but her energy, the length of her days.


	 Dare I look at how much time I have left? Given the best scenario, at 

most, 25 more years?  And how much strength to do more than “one big 

thing a day” will I have five years from now? And What if I don’t win the 

lottery and get the best scenario?  Can I really put off saying or doing (You 

all fill in the blank here) for another year? Another Month? Another Day?


	 The rabbis asked about the Ledger Books on high …the ones we are 

sealed in on Yom Kippur, The Book of Life or the Book of Death. They 
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challenged each other: “How often is the Book of Life opened, and an ac-

count made?” “Yearly on Rosh HaShanah” said one. “No, no, Monthly with 

each New Moon!” said another.…“Daily” said a third, “With the rising and 

the setting of the sun.” But the last  rabbi said, “At every hour the Books 

are opened, and an account taken.”


	 The hardest part in all of this taking the first step, so if you wear tie 

up shoes, I’ll leave you with a simple spiritual practice to get started. (It 

works with buckle up sandals, too.) On the Tree of the Kabbalistic sephirot, 

our right side is Hesed—The flow of loving kindness, (everyone touch your 

right leg) generosity of spirit, benevolence pouring into the world. Our left 

side is Gevurah, balancing the right:  (everyone touch your left leg) This is 

careful discernment, and analysis, rules and limits governed by thought, 

rather than feeling. This left leg conserves and makes boundaries and re-

stricts, rather than gushing in all directions like the right side. 


	 Now, follow along and touch the appropriate leg: 


	 When you get dressed in the morning, put on your right shoe first, 

but don’t tie it up: This is your delight and overspilling love and great de-

sire to do acts of generosity and compassion. Then, put on your left shoe: 

asking what is actually my capacity to give today, what is realistic? Am I 

taking away from other important aspects of my life or avoiding something 

that needs attention? Am I taking enough care of myself so that I can be 

sustained?”
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Then tie your left shoe first, with that realistic appraisal and make some 

firm budgeting decisions about your resources; your time, your energy, 

where you might best serve. 


	 But conclude with tying your right shoe, determined to give whole 

heartedly with the decisions your left foot has helped you to make.   


	 You know, the ultimate place prepared for all of us, is the grave. But 

the angel is protecting us, and guiding us toward opportunities to partner 

with the Divine all along the way, in a manner that only we can, to co-cre-

ate the nature of Olam ha Zeh, this world, in whatever tiny corner we find 

ourselves.


	 May we all be sealed in the Book of Life, for finding our special 

place, with offerings and joy, for another year. 


